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INFN review
- Annual INFN review last week;

- We were asked to present a schedule for LIME underground:
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INFN review
- Referees report here:

- https://agenda.infn.it/event/27538/contributions/142507/attachments/84514/111854/Relazione_Referee_Cygno_2021.pdf


- Main message is summarised in this slide:
Installation and Operation of LIME 
underground fully supported and 
financed;


Fundings for R&D and other activities 
“sub judice” (lower priority) to results 
from LIME

- They proposed to fund about 75% of our requests (140/180 ke);

- After the last day cuts, 94k survived; 

https://agenda.infn.it/event/27538/contributions/142507/attachments/84514/111854/Relazione_Referee_Cygno_2021.pdf


LIME operation
- Next months and years will be crucial for CYGNO project;

- We are organising meeting with LNGS management to discuss about space for the demonstrator;

- Success in LIME underground operation will demonstrate we are able to run an underground 

apparatus;

- This is now an essential requirement both for INFN and LNGS committees;

- We should then focus on:


- conclude LIME overground tests (137Cs, stability);

- analyse of all over ground data taken so far;

- finalise the LIME simulation software and compare with above data;


The Analysis and Simulation groups are organising in this direction. 

People are really welcome to join!
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LIME under test

15.8 kV/cm

Cosmic ray

Next plans:


- Francesco, Rita, Roberto setup the automised monitoring and started the 
stability test for 10/15 days;


- tests with 137Cs not done for a “mechanical issue” (now solved). To be done 
in October.

- INFN milestone 


